
LICENSES 
Licenses are activated via USB hardware keys. There are neutral hardware keys where the activation 
of the individual licenses and their functions takes place via enable codes. There are also hardware 
keys where this function is permanently programmed. Thus it is not necessary to enter enable codes 
on the media server. Should several displays in a multidisplay show be controlled by a media server 
one multidisplay license is necessary per display. For easier handling dual licenses are available. In 
order to drive four displays by one media server you can mix two dual licenses, four single licenses or 
one dual and two single licenses. This is an extremely flexible solution for the rental business. Driving 
more than two displays is only possible with an AV Stumpfl Media Engine.  
 
Demo Version 
The demo version is free of charge and can be used to produce and process multidisplay shows 
without having to purchase a full version. The production of shows on several workstations, training 
and instruction are possible without full versions having to be installed on all computers. Once 
produced the show can of course be loaded and started immediately using a full version. The demo 
version includes all functions including four outputs from a media server with VIOSO calibration. As a 
restriction a bar is visible in the presentation. Further restrictions are the lack of Show Control inputs 
and outputs, of networking as well as of the presentation and rendering functions.  
 
Wings Platinum Show Control Modul 
The Wings Platinum Show Control module is dedicated to professional users with sophisticated 
requirements in the field of Show Control. It is a software module and serves an an extended 
function for an existing full version of Wings Platinum.  
 
Multidisplay Single License 
Wings Platinum Multidisplay Single may be used as a master license or as a slave license for a display. 
It is possible to combine several Single and Dual licenses per media server.  
 
Multidisplay Dual License 
The multidisplay dual license includes all the functions of the single license but two outputs per 
media server may be used. A combination of several Single and Dual licenses for up to a total number 
of four display outputs per media server is possible.  
 
Multidisplay Quad License 
A quad license can be realized by a combination of single and dual licenses. Driving more than two 
displays from a single media server requires an AV Stumpfl Media- Engine.  
 
VIOSO Single License 
Wings VIOSO Single offers the professional user all the functions of the multidisplay licenses as well 
as the VIOSO calibration of the projected image by camera. This enables automatic adjustment for 
projecting via several projectors on uneven, curved or even totally irregular backgrounds. A 
combination of single and dual licenses for up to a total number of four display outputs per media 
server is possible.  
 
VIOSO Dual License 
The VIOSO Dual license offers all the functions of the single license however two outputs per media 
server may be used. A combination of single and dual licenses for up to a total number of four display 
outputs per media server is possible.  
 
VIOSO Quad License 
A quad license can be realized by a combination of single and dual licenses. Driving more than two 
displays from a single media server requires an AV Stumpfl Media- Engine.  


